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Strategy Execution—Success Through Leadership 

 Workshop Overview 
Most organizations recognize that it is important to plan for the future; even 
those that are highly successful today recognize the need to have a strategy 
to take them to future success. In pursuit of this end, leaders develop 
“Strategic Plans” in which they describe what they believe they need to do to 
be successful. They identify strategic tools like objectives, initiatives, and key 
performance indicators (KPIs) to guide their efforts and gauge success.   

Unfortunately, too many organizations lose focus and momentum soon after 
“the plan” is completed. Harvard Business Review puts the ROI of traditional 
planning at 34% or less. According to several surveys of top leaders, only 19% 
of strategic plans achieve their objectives and that only 25% of the leaders 
are even motivated by the plans they create. 

What separates the most successful efforts from all the others?  Based upon 
thousands of hours of research and consulting, we have found the “Three 
Imperatives” for successful strategy execution are:  

1. Senior Leaders Lead 
2. All People are Involved and Supported 
3. All Systems and Processes Work Together 

This workshop establishes a process by which an organization’s leadership 
can determine, for themselves - aided by the experience of others - how they 
can accomplish these Three Imperatives, and lead their strategic efforts 
successfully.   
 
The workshop deals with the issues and challenges faced in strategy efforts, 
and how those challenges relate to leadership, or to people, or to systems 
and processes. The workshop includes a real-life Case Study of a very 
successful strategy effort, and demonstrates the leadership, people and 
system challenges they overcame. The heart of the workshop is a series of 
activities in which participants develop concrete approaches to overcoming 
issues and challenges in these three areas, and to achieve the Intended 
Result for each Imperative: 

1. The Senior Leadership team, and its members, provides active, personal 
and visible leadership of  strategy 

2. The organization is characterized by open, interactive communication, 
teamwork and collaboration among people with the capacity and 
resources to do what is required 

3. All of the organization's leadership and management systems and 
processes are aligned to support  strategy 

 
 
 
 

This workshop provides practical 
approaches by which an organization’s 
leadership can determine, for themselves 
- aided by the experience of others - how 
they can accomplish three imperatives 
essential to leading their strategic efforts 
successfully.  
 
The workshop addresses major obstacles 
and challenges faced in strategy efforts, 
and how to overcome them by focusing 
on leadership, people, systems and 
processes.   

Who Should Attend 
This workshop is recommended for: 

 Those in key roles in leading and 
supporting their organization’s 
strategy 

 Leaders who are certified Balanced 
Scorecard Professionals or Strategic 
Management Performance System 
Professionals 

 Leaders who are in organizations 
who have adopted a Strategic 
Management System 

 Small teams of colleagues from the 
same organization 

Course Benefits  
Participants will benefit from: 

 Valuable “take-aways” that fit the 
participant’s organization 

 Interaction with others in strategy 
leadership roles; share successes 
and challenges 

 The non-competitive environment 
in which to share and obtain 
guidance on dealing with “real 
world” strategy execution issues 

 Align their own strategy maps to the 
Three Imperatives for successful 
execution 
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Learning Objectives 
Participants will learn:  
 Specific actions to ensure that senior leadership is driving and visibly leading 

the strategy effort 

 Specific resources, structures and individuals that need to be put in place to 
support the strategy effort, and a plan to continue to identify such needs on 
an ongoing basis.  

 Approaches to communicating the organization’s focus, and the importance 
each individual plays in achieving the organization’s strategy  

 Key skills and knowledge  that will be required of people at various stages of 
carrying out the strategy 

 The specific roles and behaviors that need to be recognized and 
compensated and a process for continuing to review and update this 

 A process by which to link the organizations Performance Management 
System to the strategic objectives and initiatives 

 An ongoing process for aligning initiatives and projects to strategy  

 A process that assures that organizational performance measures are 
developed around the organization’s strategic objectives  

 An ongoing and structured approach to evaluating the content and 
execution of the strategy 

Course Outline 
Part I: Overview/Review of Strategy Development process 

 Major Steps and Flow of Logic 

 Participant Experience;  Challenges Identified 

 Case Study Presentation 

Part II: Three Imperatives for Strategic Leadership 

 Senior leaders Lead 

 All People are Involved and Supported  

 All Systems and Processes Work Together 

Part III: Putting it all together:  Participant briefings and group discussion 

 Session Take-Aways 

 Creating your own Story 

 Future Agenda and Planned Actions 

Summary and Next Steps: How Strategy Management Group Can Help Your 
Organization 
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“The training is very effective. It 

provides a unique framework for 

professional growth, 

development, and leadership.” 

"This is an experience that has 

deepened my insight to strategy 

management particularly with 

regards to change management 

and leadership engagement." 

“This course is a must for 

managers and business leaders 

who are interested in 

understanding the effect of 

strategy management.” 

“A course that is vital for any 

leader who wants real successful 

outcomes." 

 

Teaching Style 

This workshop was developed by Dr. Gardner Shaw, Senior Associate, in partnership with Strategy Management Group. 

Dr. Shaw and the instructors use a combination of short lectures, examples, and relevant exercises to help participants 

learn and apply leadership concepts.  A key component of the workshop is a briefing that participants or participant 

teams develop throughout the session, and present for discussion with the other participants at the end of the program. 

It is very valuable to have two or more members of the same organization working on this briefing, sharing organization-

specific issues and knowledge. This briefing gives participants an opportunity to “put it all together” and provides a 

valuable product for them to take back to their workplace. 

 

For a complete course outline, visit www.strategymanage.com 

 

Feedback from 
past participants: 


